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Steve Killelea, founder of the Institute for Economics and Peace, explores peace and its need for a new definition that emphasises solutions not hindrances.
Why We Need a New Definition of Peace
The breadth and depth of the changes that have taken place in the international system since the close of World War II are starkly revealed in the course of events in the Far East following the ...
Peace-Making and the Settlement with Japan
These days, many of us are looking for ways to exercise ... The goal is serenity. Balance. Truly finding peace in your own skin.” ― Rachel Brathen 42. “Take care of your body, it’s ...
Take a Deep Breath in, Now Release, and Find Inner Peace With These 100 Yoga Quotes!
The Bible is filled with wisdom, instruction, and encouragement for readers of all ages. However, as a parent (or mentor), it can be understandably intimidating to introduce various scriptures to your ...
"Train up a Child in the Way He Should Go"—Here Are the 50 Best Bible Verses for Kids
21 Days Of Peace' Begin In North ... to a life helping others find sobriety, with Hollywood blockbusters along the way. Jamie Yuccas reports. Jessica Springsteen, rock star's daughter, making ...
21 Days Of Peace
Every day, my decision to move to Italy is validated on various counts: from the kind of work I’m able to find to the quality of life ...
From anxious 35 to at-peace 36
Grief and Loss provides alternate ways to connect and grieve when attending a funeral isn't an option, and Queer Body Image & Body Positivity addresses struggles related to self-perception and ...
Finding peace with virtual therapy
Oregonians should seriously consider a proposal to move the border between Oregon and Idaho to relocate 18 eastern and southern counties in the state of Idaho, writes Mike McCarter, president of ...
Opinion: Shifting Oregon-Idaho border can help us all live in peace
Even through the pain, the poet could find hope and peace inside him which he unveiled ... through any and every way that makes the face curve into a small smile, that helps the heart seek some ...
Rabindranath- Finding Peace and Acceptance Through Art
A high powered Afghan government delegation, which will include the head of the country’s reconciliation council, is to meet the Taliban in Doha to jump-start a ...
Officials: Afghan delegation, Taliban to talk peace in Qatar
"We're glad that they're doing what they're doing," a Defense Department official said of the Taliban fight against ISIS, "because it mirrors and parallels what we're trying to do for our ...
U.S. Bets on Old Foe Taliban to Fight New ISIS Threat in Afghanistan
Asked by Al Jazeera’s anchor Riz Khan back in May 2008 when Eritrea would have elections, President Isaias Afwerki quipped “what elections?” With his answer, he clearly declared before the ...
Ethiopia’s election will not bring peace
So it was kind of a way of tricking ourselves into giving ourselves ... And he’s not kidding: “Love Is a Lonely Thing” is easily Peace or Love’s prettiest song, perhaps the most gorgeous ...
Kings of Convenience Took Their Sweet Time Finding Peace or Love
Iran on Wednesday hosted the first significant talks in months between the Taliban and Afghan government representatives — a previously unannounced meeting that comes as the ...
Iran hosts high-level Afghan peace talks as fighting surges
Tristan Wilds, 32; Lana Parrilla, 44; Jason Bonham, 55; Forest Whitaker, 60. Happy Birthday: Aim to make your surroundings a place of comfort. Spending time in an environment that lowers stress and ...
Aquarius: Joining forces with someone you love to reach a common goal will bring you closer together
However, there’s a much older way to do those same tasks and one that ... somewhere. You won’t find too many of these interesting devices in use today, although there are companies that ...
Retrotechtacular: Synchros Go To War (and Peace)
LOUIS — Monday, June 21 is National Yoga Day ... Meditation and yoga are some ways people are trying to find a sense of normalcy once again. "It's called enlightenment; meditation can transform ...
Using yoga to reduce stress and find balance
Netflix's 'Virgin River' will return for season 2 on July 9. However, the mystery behind who shot Jack might not be solved yet.
‘Virgin River’: Fans Might Not Find out Who Shot Jack for a Long Time
Scott Porter, 42; Matthew Fox, 55; Jane Lynch, 61; Stan Shaw, 69. Happy Birthday: You’ll have plenty of options this year. Consider what will serve you best, and refuse to get bogged down with trivial ...
Capricorn: You’ll be on the move and ready to take on the world
In the Peace River north and south ... or a 36-hour vax-a-thon in Surrey, we find different ways to reach people and raise those levels of immunization.” B.C. reached a vaccine milestone ...
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